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Indications

Why VADs in general?
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Because…
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• Why PICC PORTs instead of chest ports?
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Upper arm CV port implantation, compared with subclavian implantation, can provide

safety and comfort benefits to both medical professionals and cancer patients. Authors

hope that this procedure will become more common and eventually be validated in

prospective multicenter randomized clinical trials regarding its non-inferiority or

superiority to other subclavian or internal jugular procedures 12



Arm ports can be safely radiologically inserted and are effective for delivery of

chemotherapy, parenteral nutrition, and frequent venous medication in oncologic

patients. 13



They conclude that implantation of TIVPPs in the chest or forearm is a safe and feasible

procedure with a high technical success rate when using a percutaneous image guided

approach.
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Peripherally implanted venous access ports can be used safely to administer long-term

chemotherapy in female cancer patients. Special attention should be paid to signs of

skin dehiscence in female patients with peripheral forearm ports.
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In conclusion, their results indicate that peripheral arm ports are safe and have 

excellent short- and long-term outcomes. They consider peripheral arm ports a 

good alternative to central venous ports implanted in the chest
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• No need for OR

• No major complications such as 
pneumothorax etc

• No visible scars

• Less invasive procedure

• Brachial artery easy to compress in case of 
accidental puncture

• Increased satisfaction and less pain for the 
patient
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Advantages

We can choose any vein we want no matter the proximity to 

the axilla.

We can choose any exit site we want and in most cases we can 

discuss it with the patient.

Infection rate is reduced

Thrombosis rate is reduced

The caliber of the vessel is bigger when we are close to the 

axilla and the procedure is easier to perform which is ideal for 

trainees. 18



Disadvantages

Lymph node dissection in both axillas 

Thrombosis in big vessels at the upper limb

Small caliber of the vessel (less than 5 mm)
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To cut the long story short…
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PICC ports, when compared to chest ports, have all the 

advantages of the latest without their disadvantages 

Even though they are more comfortable than PICCs, 

the patients has to be pinched/prickled every time it is 

used 

The patient is not restricted, he can even go swimming 

or do any kind of physical activity he might want to

However, their removal is much more difficult than 

that of a PICC
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The span of time before recorded history or the 

invention of writing systems

Prehistory
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HOW???
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In a dedicated suite (Department of surgery - Minimal

invasive vascular access procedures unit)

Maximal barrier precautions

Check list

Intracavitary ECG

Always ask for a chest X ray after the procedure
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How we do choose the vein?

1.Caliber

2.A safe distance from the axilla, if possible should be chosen 

3.Dominant hand

4.No lymph node dissection

5.No thrombosis in another vein of the hand

6.We pay attention to the patient’s desires, as much as possible
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Is it is easy?

Yes it is…

Is it safe?

Yet it is

And Most of All…
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…it’s a nurse-based procedure !

Mauro Pittiruti, AVA , Washington DC, USA, 2014
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• If possible, we apply lidocaine – prilocaine 
ointment prior the infiltration with lidocaine 
2%

• We always check the oncologist’s orders, the 
patient’s name, the therapeutic schedule of 
the patient and then, the patient is given an 
informed consent form to read carefully and 
sign.
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• In the specific form we inform the patient 
about possible complications such as

• Thrombosis

• Infection

• Twist off (rotate of the port)

• Skin dehiscence 

• Catheter occlusion

• Catheter fracture

• Leakage 
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Robert Dawson’s Zone Method
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Skin disinfection31
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Always flash the catheter with normal saline
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Use a 27g needle for local anesthesia
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Identify the basilica or the brachial vein by 

compressing both of them 
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Local infiltration with lidocaine 2%
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Perform a small incision at the preselected 

point of puncture
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Puncture the vein using an 18g needle 

(included in the set)
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Tip of the needle 43
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Advance the wire (not all of it)
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Make sure that you can advance it in and pull it 

back smoothly, after you remove the needle
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Advance the introducer over the wire 
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And make way in the skin, the subcutaneous 

tissue and the wall of the vessel
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Check one more time if you can pull the wire 

smoothly and remove it
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Not in valved introducers
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Connect (temporary) the port to the catheter 

without using the connection rings
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Straight Huber needle
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Infiltrate with lidocaine 2% for the pocket
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After that you can infiltrate with normal saline 5 

– 10 cc
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One move, one pocket
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Make the tunnel using a 2.5 mm tunneler (also 

included) 
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Put the connection ring
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And cut the rest of the catheter
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We secure it with stiches in order to avoid the 

twist off of the catheter and no, there are not 

any infections due to that
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Complications
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Persistent left superior vena cava leads to 

catheter malposition during PICC Port 

placement.
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Thrombosis 98



Arterial puncture

Infection

Catheter occlusion

Catheter fracture

Catheter malposition

Leakage
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Our policy after sales service.

Every patient has a hot line mobile number so that he 

can come in contact with the nurse who performed the 

operation 24h/day if need be.

All patients receive a leaflet where all technical 

aspects related to the VAD are discribed and 

instruction for anyone else to whom it may concern 

(other nurses, physicians etc)
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All patients receive a copy of the X Ray (printed in the 

note).

The referred physician is informed right after the end 

of the placement

We change the trauma gauzes and inspect the trauma 

on days 1, 3 and 7.
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After day 7 the patient is released and can go about on 

his own

We flash the port using normal saline every 20 days 

even if the port is not used

We usually remove the port at the end of the therapy 

but we also respect the patient's will if he/she wants to 

keep it for only a short period of time
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Thank you very much

www.piccport.com
ekonstan30@yahoo.com


